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NEARER •: Exceeding expectations by nearly a hundred,...the agricultural teachers
300 STRONG ? who visited the Station last Wednesday put in a full day of lectures
__________ and tours and expressed themselves as well pleased with what they saw
and heard. A conservative count in the Bulletin Room revealed that the visitors 
carried away over 7,000 pamphlets of one sort or another and additional orders are 
still coming in.
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INTERESTING •; The representatives of the; Six Nations who gathered at the Station last 
CEREMONY : Wednesday to dedicate the "Gil Peck" cherry conducted an impressive and
_________ _i colorful service... ."Among the visitors were Mrs. G. W. Peck and Prof.
Heinicke, head of the Department of Pomology at Cornell.

OEE FOR THE : Dr.- and Mrs. Hedrick left Saturday for a two weeks1 vacation on the 
ST, LAWRENCE 1 lie D*0rleans in the St. Lawrence River near Quebec.
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LEFT FOR : Mr* Einset left hurriedly last week for his home in Norway where his
NORWAY : father is seriously ill.
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STOPPED BY i . Fred Hartzell was scheduled to broadcast over WESG at Ithaca yesterday, 
THE FLOOD : but-was advised by telephone that downtown Ithaca was under four feet
----------of water and that the roads leading into Ithaca were impassable. Hence -
his talk will be given on a later date. • .- • *
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WILL ATTEND : Mr. Aubrey Crawford has been granted leave by the Spencer Lens*Company
SUMMER SCHOOL ; in order that he may attend summer school at Cornell and thus complete
___________ .— : the residence and course requirements incidental to the granting of a
Ph.D. degree. Mr. Crawford has already completed and published his thesis and will 
probably come up for examination for the degree next year. .

EXTRA : Mr. McPherson, Secretary of the State Horticultural Society, has* sent to the
COPIES,.;■; Station several copies of the Proceedings of the 1935 meetings of the Society
----- These will be handed out from the Editor* s office as long as the supply - -
lasts. " ’ ‘
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IN BUFFALO; Dr. Dahlberg underwent an operation in the Buffalo General Hospital today. 
HOSPITAL . j He hopes to be a'Dle to return home within ten days or two weeks.
_______‘•
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DOING : We are glad to be able to report that Mr. Corcoran's younger son, Anthony, is
WELL : making rapid recovery in an Auburn hospital from injuries sustained in an
— «— : automobile accident last week. ......
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TO LIVE IN : Miss Margaret Parrott was. married to Mr. Robert G..Holt of Montpelier,
MONTPELIER : Vermont, on Mondayi.”'The Holts will make their home ..in. Montpelier.
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THE PROS AND ; An exchange of consents on the scientist and the newspaper between 
THE COES : Mr. Howard W. Blakeslee, Science Editor for the Associated Press, and 
------------- : Mr. Waldemar Kaempffert, Science Editor for the New York Times, ap
pearing in Science recently contains food for thought for those of us who have occa
sion to ’’publish in the newspapers”. Says Mr. Blakeslee in a plea to scientists for 
a hotter understanding of the part the newspaper plays in the news of science:

"More important than any of the achievements of science are the philosophical 
implications of its discoveries— the need for leadership in thinking, leader
ship in the social and economic applications of the discoveries. In this leader
ship, scientists- are not prominent**..This failure is due largely to the fact 
that the scientists have been keeping out of the newspapers, out of the place 
where the public can. get acquainted with them, out of the place where the masses 
make up their minds what kind of leadership to follow. The failure is mostly 
due to a mechanical maladjustment, to the fact that the scientists do not speak 
the language of the newspapers, that is, of the national forum...Honesty is the 
great need in guiding a baffled nation. I know of no place where all the prin
ciples of honesty, intellectual and moral, are so rigidly and openly spread as 
in the publications which scientists write' for each other. These models the 
public-almost never sees. The scientific riddles which are solved through this
kind of honesty the public hears of only infrequently. Unless the public is to
remain ignorant, and do so to its great harm, the place to tell about these 
scientific achievements and their implications is in the daily newspaper."

But Mr. Kaenpffert takes exception to Mr. Blakeslee*s implication that scientists 
should learn to speak the language of the newspaper because newspapers are thoroly 
satisfactory in their methods of appeal. He says:

"A community gets exactly the kind of a newspaper that it can digest— no better, 
no worse. Editors are aware of this and present the news accordingly. If their 
readers all wore Phi Beta Kappa keys they would remold their policies. I see 
no particular reason why the scientist should become emotional and talk in the ■ 
vulgate because the newspapers will then give his utterances more space. It is
the business of the journalist and not of the scientist to present the dis
coveries of the laboratory so that the many will understand. But heaven forbid 
that the popularizer should rely too much on emotion. We have passed the stage 
when gasping wonder can pass for populariza,tion. We need more journalists 
trained in science and not more scientists with a flair for popular writing.
Since newspapers are published to meet the needs of the people by men who know 
their-business, it follows that it is the school and the college that are at 
fault. If we had a public adequately educated in science, it would not be nec
essary to explain the meaning of elementary technical terms and principles or to 
resort to the literary devices of the primary school reader to drive home the 
facts about a new discovery...Give us high school and college graduates with a 
broad knowledge of science and the newspapers will respond to their demands 
rapidly enough." *******#**>!!*

STUDYING : Mr. Kloser and Mr, M. J. McCormack of the Bureau of Milk Sanitation,
DRY HEAT ; Albany, are using the facilities of the Station dairy laboratory for
______ — : further studies on the efficiency of dry heat in sterilizing dairy
utensils* This is a continuation of work carried on by Dr. Dahlberg and Mr. 
Marquardt and reported in Station Bulletin No. 612, except that Mr* Kloser and Mr. 
McCormack are working with lower temperatures than those employed in the earlier 
investigations. * * * * * * * * Jjs * * 3|e

GOING AND : Last Monday we caught Mr. Bowen coming back from a brief vacation in
COMING : New York City just as we found Mr. Jorgensen and his family embarking
------: for a two weeks' stay in the Adirondacks. :
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A RISING : Dr. Nebel has been asked by a German publisher to prepare a treatise
YOUNG AUTHOR ; in German on "Cytology and Fruit Breeding with Particular Reference 
-----------to the Grape",-. ;«>s
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VISITING : Dr. R. H. Le Pelley, entomologist for the Department of Agriculture
EXP. STATIONS : of Nairobi, Kenya Colony, East Africa, visited the Station last
------------- Wednesday. Dr. Le Pelley is traveling, in the United States for a ...
year or more, visiting experiment stations and agricultural colleges, and plans to . 
spend several months in California.
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